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Spatial Augmented Reality Interacting with SAR
First results and work in progress
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We designed Tangible viewports [4], a system that  
enables the use of tangible objects as if they were part of 
the screen. This interaction was inspired by the office of 
the future [1] and the perspective cursor [3]. As a result, 
both tangible and traditional on-screen operations are 
supported, while also enabling novel hybrid interactions.
User's view Side view
Flat surface Curved surface
The tangible viewport metaphor can be extended to the 
desk, or a specifically design surface. This way, traditional 
I/O devices can be used outside of the desktop 
environment. Widgets can be presented to the user as 1) 
flat elements on the surface, or 2) 3D virtual objects. The 
second technique requires taking into account the user 
head's position, using anamorphosis.
The next step is to include traditional 
desk tools, such as pens and notebooks, 
to the augmented workspace. This way, 
it will be possible to leverage known, 
expressive real tools with the 
enhanced capabilities 












Heterogeneous interaction techniques can be found in the 
literature. A subset were explored so far, while part of 
them will be studied in the future.
Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) [2] uses projectors to 
augment the real world with computer generated 
graphics. SAR does not require to instrument the user, 
and enables a direct interaction with the augmented 
world.
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